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Side B
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' They did it their self/like I was tellin you 'bout when old person, stje make the
board herself and it was from a tree-.rshe want it from a certain kind of tree.
And they got the tree down—I don't know how they did it but, see that wasn't
my time—I w W young I guess. I didn't know nothin' 'bout it. So, that's what
I've always been told that she did that. So I went and put the trimmin's" on
there. •! thini I had this big board made, but I don't remember who made it. and
then I Tgot thar—that piece that goes up you know.
(Oh, that—how did they bend that piece around like it goes over there?)
I don't know" how they did it. He did it. He-already--! think I already had
one there. l"don't"^think he made that part. He just make the board. I had the
other part, so I just put it* on theee.
(it seems like they must a got a—these old people had a way of getting a piece
of--looks like to me, a green limb, bent i^over like that and try to shape it
where it would stay.) '
I used to see one—old board—I guess that is wha£ they used to dd. It wasn't
kinda squared like that, it was just bow round like that,
(in later years, I imagine they learned how to-^-)
Make'em better you know. Make'm have corner to it. But that, one I saw was round.
But this one I had made, I done had this top part. I\don't know where I got it
*and trimmed it up and put bellS^-I strung the bells with bucks ins and tied'em
up there on it.
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(That was these little small--;about inch bells weren't, they?) ,.
They'd be small bells you know.
(Where did you get them bells? You know? Store,or somewhere?)
They used to have *em--I ^uess^they used to have'em lon^, time ago in store, here.
(Trading post.)
»
Tradin' Post, you know where, they have--they used to heyve a general store there,
have everything--goods, shoes, groceries, just

anything.

Just general store.

